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 by Betsssssy   

Sentrum Fot & Velvære 

"Feel Renewed"

The average person takes over 9,000 steps while walking over the course

of a day. Improper use of footwear can result in foot strain, in addition to

skin and nail damage. Luckily for your feet, Sentrum Fot & Velvære is

here. Let your feet indulge in pedicures, foot rubs, foot massages, foot

baths, and more. Since the health of ones feet is directly connected to the

overall well-being of ones body, body treatments are offered here as well.

You can have wrinkles erased, or receive a Thai massage. If you cannot

make it to Sentrum Fot & Velvære, they will come to you. Just pick up the

phone, set up an appointment, and get your treatment in the comfort of

your own home. Your feet will thank you.

 +47 99 61 84 23  www.fotognegl.no/  post@fotognegl.no  Dronningensgate 23, Oslo

 by Tara Angkor Hotel   

WahWah 

"Great Skin Treatment"

WahWah was designed with busy urban professionals in mind. The

personal and professional responsibilities that come with modern urban

life make it hard to find a spare moment to care for yourself. But WahWah

knows that skin and self care are too important to take care of without any

guidance. WahWah offers easy, customized skin analysis, treatment, and

exercise regiments that will keep your skin healthy and wrinkle-free for

years to come. Online booking is available. There are multiple WahWah

locations, so you can take care of your skin even when you're traveling.

 +47 55 11 8000  wahwah.no/  riikka@wahwah.no  Ullevålsveien 16 B, Oslo
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Chill Spa 

"Chill Out in Oslo"

Chill Spa offers a wide variety of superb body and facial treatments at

reasonable prices. Indulge in a massage, skin care, a pedicure, or waxing

and watch your worries and insecurities melt away. Customers praise the

friendly staff and comfortable atmosphere of the spa. The massage will

help you temporarily forget about the stresses that come with everyday

life. Special gift coupons and packages are available.

 +47 23 23 0900  www.chillspa.no/  hanne@chillspa.no  Bjerregaardsgate 70, Oslo
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Bliss Spa 

"Blissful Relaxation"

Bliss Spa certainly lives up to its name. A wide variety of relaxing and

cleansing treatments are offered that will leave you feeling at peace. The

feelings of stress and anxiety, that insidiously fill our every day, will be

melted away as you indulge in the expert care of the spa's staff members.

Many treatments are offered, including massages, manicures, pedicures,

makeup, waxing, body cleansing treatments, and more. If you want to

bring some of the spa home with you, and you will want to, the spa sells
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many of the beauty products that they utilize.

 +47 22 55 8578  www.blissfrogner.no/  mail@bliss-spa.com  Frognerveien 33, Oslo
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Artesia Spa Majorstuen 

"Relax In Luxury"

The luxurious Artesia Spa in Oslo's Majorstuen neighborhood is all around

considered one of the best and most luxurious in the city. The spa has

seven different, equally luxurious rooms, all filled with wonderful

treatments and amenities. At Artesia you can get almost any treatment

you could think of, including facials, spa body treatments, massages and

beauty treatments like hairstyling and pedicures. Take advantage of the

lovely pool and steam room for the ultimate relaxation experience.

 +47 22 93 35 50  www.artesia.no/Default.as

px?ID=51

 post@artesia.no  Majorstuveien 36, Oslo
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